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The Global War Against Bacteria and Viruses

Public 
Places

Health 
Care

…and 
more

HOSPITAL ACQUIRED
INFECTIONS (“HAIS”)

• Approximately 2 million U.S. patients
suffer from HAIs annually, and nearly
90,000 of them die*

• 80% of HAIs are suspected to be
caused by high-touched surfaces

* Economic Burden of Healthcare-Associated Infections: An American Perspective, E Rev Pharmacoecon Outcomes Res. 2009 Oct; 9(5): 417–422,Patricia W. Stone

MICROBES, BACTERIA
AND VIRUSES

• Free weights in a fitness facility have 
362 X more germs than a toilet seat

• A shopping cart handle can be home 
to 11 million microorganisms,
including those commonly present on 
raw meat

RESTAURANTS &
MANUFACTURERS

• Quick service restaurants are facing
public backlash for patron illnesses
caused by cross-contamination
forcing restaurant shutdowns

• Manufacturers of consumer products
are looking for solutions to
avoid mold and mildew growth



Existing Approaches are Ineffective or too expensive

Most additives and chemical coatings that claim antimicrobial
properties do not kill infectious bacteria.
They merely inhibit growth and/or retard odor, staining, and surface
deterioration caused by bacteria.

Kaiser Permanente banned 13 antimicrobial additives
and chemical coatings from its facilities in December 2015.
They were determined to be toxic and/or ineffective.
Antimicrobial copper, a solid surface, was not included on this list.

Coatings containing Silver and Triclosan, along
with silane-based additives, do not have EPA
registration to make public health claims.
They cannot match the ability of antimicrobial copper to kill harmful 
bacteria within two hours of exposure, and continue to kill bacteria even 
after repeated contamination.

Existing Approaches are Ineffective or too expensive



• Copper is naturally antimicrobial; it was rigorously tested by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and its effectiveness is supported by +200 peer reviewed copper studies

• Copper has continuous and persistent bactericidal activity
• Copper’s rapid ‘contact kill’ mechanism makes it unlikely bacteria will develop resistance

Antimicrobial Copper is the Solution

In The Laboratory
E.Coli bacteria on the surface of stainless steel & Aereus metal

(SEM taken at University of Toronto)

Copper ions on the surface are recognized
as an essential nutrient, and enter the cell

A lethal dose of copper ions interfers with
normal cell functions and membrane integrity

Copper ions impede cell respiration/metabolism,
sometimes causing DNA damage

Without Aereus
Healthy E.Coli bacteria on an

untreated stainless steel surface,
minutes after cleaning

With Aereus
Destruction of E.Coli bacteria

on a surface treated with Aereus

Destruction of Bacteria
E.Coli on Aereus Surface

Healthy Bacteria
E.Coli on Stainless Steel
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How Copper Kills Bacteria

Antimicrobial Copper is the Solution

Copper kills 99.9% of bacteria in two hours.
It never stops working, and it never wears out.



Aereus: The Optimal Way to Use Copper
Market attempts to develop parts made of pure copper are expensive, demanding molds
and dies that use large amounts of Copper. Aereus Technologies Inc. solved these
problems by using a proprietary thermal process (“Aereus Thermal”) to apply a thin layer
of copper to a variety of surfaces, including metals, wood composites, polymers, and plastics. 

Dumbbell handles
coated with CuVerro
Shield™ by Aereus
TechnologiesONE TIME

APPLICATION
THE POWER
OF COPPER

EPA APPROVED
CUVERRO SHIELD

MECHANICALLY
BONDED TO SURFACE

That lasts for the
life of the product

The look of
stainless steel

By Aereus TechnologiesNo chemicals involved

Coats complex shapes & geometries
without changing the product.

CuVerro Shield  by Aereus Technologies
TM



Covid-19 Update

Aerosol and surface stability of HCoV-
19 (SARS-CoV-6 2) compared to 
SARS-CoV-1

1. Laboratory of Virology, Division of Intramural Research, 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National 
Institutes of Health, Hamilton, MT, USA

2. Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, 
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA

3. Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, 
University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, USA

4. Division of Viral Diseases, National Center for Immunization 
and Respiratory Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, Atlanta, GA, USA.

5. Fogarty International Center, National Institutes of Health, 
Bethesda, MD, USA

How long Covid-19 lives on surfaces
Steel Plastics

Cardboard Glass

Study sponsored by the USA government

COVID-19 Update



Covid-19 Update 1

Aerosol and surface stability of HCoV-19 (SARS-
CoV-6 2) compared to SARS-CoV-1

How long COVID-19 lives on surfaces

Copper

"Copper has been used for years," 
says Dr. Paul Meechan, a former 
director of safety at the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention and 
president of the American 
Biological Safety Association. 
"Copper ions have been used as 
disinfectants, they're an effective 
virucide. It's one of the reasons why 
old doorknobs were made of 
brass."

COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 has a half life of only 
46 minutes on copper and the 

material functions 24x7 as a 
PERMANENT solution for the life 

of the surface coated

Up to 4 Hours

Copper has been used in the medical industry for years to 
fight bacteria on high touch surfaces such as hospital beds



Summary and Q&A

Why is the EPA involved?
Biocidal effect of copper

Is copper better than additives such as Microban?
Copper does not lose efficacy over time.
Additives protect the object.  Copper protects the object and people.

It will tarnished over time?
VDF Cu2 Protect products by Aereus Technologies with antimicrobial 
copper present very little color change over time.  Standard cleaning 
protocols are necessary to maintain the surface.

Should I stop cleaning surfaces with antimicrobial copper?
No. Antimicrobial copper functions as a fail-proof solution to kill 
bacteria and viruses.  It will kill 99.9% bacteria every two hours, non-
stop. Combining antimicrobial copper with existing cleaning 
protocols is recommended. 

What cleaning methods are approved for use 
with antimicrobial copper?
Typical commercial cleaning protocols have been 
shown to work well with antimicrobial copper. 
Biocidal effect of copper
What can officially be said specifically about 
COVID-19 and antimicrobial copper?
As this virus is very new, there is not a current EPA 
or Health Canada authorized Health Claim for 
antimicrobial copper available yet.  That being said, 
the CDC and NIH have published initial research that 
indicates the virus has a half life of only 46 minutes 
on copper surfaces, completely eliminated in less 
than 4 hours as indicated in previous slides and full 
details available by this link:
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/202
0.03.09.20033217v1.full.pdf
Biocidal effect of copper

COVID-19 & Copper FAQs

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.09.20033217v1.full.pdf


Thank you

www.vdfvertical.com
To see a video of Aereus working, check the link
http://www.aereustech.com/index.php/how-it-works/
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